Whisk a little wonder with
these 7 elegantly charming cakes—
embellishment ideas ahead.

Decorating with Lace Molds
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all laced up

When you’re in the kitchen, love is in the air. We see
these romantic neutrals on a wedding cake table or
in the middle of a shower spread. The end result?
A timeless mixture of modern and traditional.

Hey,
Beginner
Bakers!

Pick up a copy of Cakes
That Inspire™ for more
cake-decorating ideas, tips,
techniques and more.
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piece of cake
When you offer to bring dessert, your gal pals
won’t expect this! Weave lace-mold strips like
you see here, and use a star tip to decorate the
edges. There’s only one problem: It’s just too
pretty to eat.

Tinting Tip: Mix gel color into cake lace
mix until it’s blended well, adding color
until it reaches desired shade.
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lovely in lace
Birthday, baby shower or just because? This
ruffle look-alike puts the let’s-eat in party treat.
We added extra dainty detail by overlapping
layers, starting at the bottom and working
our way to the top of the cake.

HOW TO MIX
& APPLY MOLDS:
1. Create cake lace mixture according
to manufacturer’s instructions, adding
gel color as directed. Spread mixture
onto mold, removing excess, as
shown. Let mold set fully.
2. Remove lace from mold, as shown.
Ice cake, and cover in fondant. Using
paintbrush, apply water to cake
where lace will be added, and
set lace in place on cake.

3. And now you have a finish
that’s worth starting!

Tip: For quick drying
time, bake mold according to
manufacturer’s instructions.
In lieu of baking, let mold
dry overnight for a more
polished finish.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

